makoda

DINING TABLE

hardware
2 - bolts

4 - bumpers

Missing hardware?
Please call 800.606.6387 for replacements.

tools required
Thank you for purchasing the Makoda Dining Table.
This page lists all the contents included in the box.
Please take the time to identify the hardware as well as
the individual components to this product. As you
unpack and prepare for assembly, place the contents on
a carpeted or padded area to protect them from
damage.

allen wrench
(included)

flat head screwdriver
(included)

NOTE: 2 people are required to safely assemble this product.

components

crossbar

bottom cap

B

2 - top
caps

4 - legs with
pre-assembled
leveleres

A

(labeled A, B, C, D)

C

top cap

2 - bottom
caps

D

ASSEMBLY BOX

1 - crossbar

1 - glass top

Made in India - r03
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NOTE: Make sure
shorter portion of
each leg is down

Position leg A, leg B and crossbar A/B into
corresponding slots of assembly box as shown.
Make sure letter labeled on each leg corresponds
with letters labeled on crossbar. Attach top and
bottom caps onto center of leg/crossbar
assembly with 1 bolt as shown. Secure bolt with
an allen wrench. Repeat steps for the other side
of crossbar C/D with remaining leg C and leg D.
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C glass top
leveler

B

bumper
bottom of leg detail

2

A. Position leg assembly upright. Using a flat head screwdriver
(included), adjust levelers as necessary.
B. Insert 4 bumpers into the corresponding holes of leg assembly as
shown.
C. Carefully place glass top onto leg assembly as shown. Make sure
glass top is securely supported by bumpers.
Assembly is now complete.

levelers

A

cleaning and care
Clean surfaces with a dry soft cloth. Do not use abrasive cleaners or furniture
wax. Glass cleaner may be used on the glass top.
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